Nancy Willis
Multimedia Artist
Nancy Willis is a London based artist whose work includes painting, printmaking,
sculpture, mixed media, and moving image.
Nancy has exhibited in the Whitechapel Open, Diorama Art Gallery, London, Laing Art
Gallery, Newcastle and BBC Television Centre. She was Artist in Residence at
Hammersmith Hospital and Byam Shaw School of Art.
In 2003 she received the Arts Council Innovate Award. Her film ‘Elegy for the Elswick
Envoy’, commissioned by Channel 4, won ‘Best Documentary’ at film festivals in the
USA, Australia, and Africa.
After a period of working with moving image, animation and digital works, Nancy has
returned to a simple, traditional medium: “Recovering from a serious illness and a
long period of hospitalisation, I wanted to reconnect with the world: to draw from life
with pen and ink, to be out in the air and look at nature…” The results of this
exploration can be seen in the Drawing Journal.
Quote from Willis
'In my art I explore my personal experience of life and disability. In telling my own
story I hope to touch on the joys and sorrows we all share.'
Disability Arts Movement highlights
In 1988 Nancy organised the ‘Disabled Women Artists’ conference, held by the
Women Artists’ Slide Library, London.
In 1992, Nancy was a speaker at the ‘Disabled People & Visual Arts’ conference for
‘Visual Arts & Galleries’
In 1993, Nancy was one of the artists exhibiting at the 'How We Like It' exhibition, the
first LDAF-organised event exhibiting the work of disabled artists.
In 2003, Nancy contributed to the anthology, ‘Shelf Life’ a book published by the
‘Northern Disability Arts Forum’.
Further Reading
‘Elegy for the Elswick Envoy’ (2007) is Nancy Willis’ award-winning Channel 4
documentary and can be viewed on her website: www.nancywillis.co.uk
‘Transformation’ (2010) Is an animated art piece by Nancy Willis, based on ‘The
Explorer’ by Allan Sutherland, with music by Chris Morris.
www.disabilityartsonline.org.uk/nancy-willis-transformation
Drawing journal (ongoing) www.nancywillis.co.uk/new-work

Allan Sutherland
Writer, comedian, poet
Allan Sutherland has performed stand-up, poetry and written extensively on the
subject of disability and disability arts for the past 30 years. He has used stand-up
and performance poetry to address his own experiences of living with epilepsy, which
led to him once being described as 'the first political stand-up on the disability arts
circuit'.
Before NDACA, Allan was very much the Archivist of the Disability Arts Movement; he
first published his ‘Chronology of Disability Arts’ in 2003. With his 1998 discussion
paper ‘Footprints in the Sand’, he was the first person to argue the importance of
preserving disability arts for the future.
Through ‘Electric Bodies’, part of the D4D Project, Allan is currently creating a series
of cycles of poems based on interviews with leading disability artists, including Mat
Fraser and Tony Heaton OBE. These poems are created through ‘found poetry’ - the
words of the subject of the poem, as well as things like their hospital notes, are
combined to form the stanzas of the poem.
Disability Arts Movement highlights
In 1992 Allan created and co-wrote ‘Inmates’, the first ever sitcom pilot using a
disabled cast. It was later adapted into a radio play in 1997, which was broadcast on
Radio Four and won a Raspberry Ripple Award.
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Allan is the author of many publications, including the award-winning ‘Disabled We
Stand’, 1981. A classic text of the disability movement, the book discusses disabled
people’s experiences in terms of a personal politics of disability.
He was the regular MC of The Workhouse, the first disability cabaret club, and was
heavily involved with the London Disability Arts Forum (LDAF) from 1986 to 2008.
Further reading

A series of blogs written by Allan Sutherland, as well as his Disability Arts Movement
Chronology, can be found online at the Disability Arts Online archived website.
Allan has developed the process of transcription poetry as a way of recording the
voices of disabled people, with a particular interest in disabled artists. This work
includes ‘Paddy: A life’ from the words of disabled arts activist Paddy Masefield, ‘The
Explorer’, a cycle of poems reflecting the creative journey of visual artist Nancy Willis,
and ‘Neglected Voices', four cycles of transcription poems based on interviews with
disabled people. These poems can also be found via the Disability Arts Online
archived website.
Disability Arts Online - archived website: www.disabilityartsonline.org.uk
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